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ABSTRACT

We propose a two-component model involving the parton fusion mechanism and recom-
bination of a ud valence diquark with a sea c-quark of the incident proton to describe
�+
c inclusive production in pp collisions. We also study the polarization of the produced

�+
c in the framework of the Thomas Precession Model for polarization. We show that a

measurement of the �c polarization is a sensitive test of its production mechanism. In
particular the intrinsic charm model predicts a positive polarization for the �c within
the framework of the Thomas Precession Model, while according to the model presented
here the �c polarization should be negative. The measurement of the �c polarization pro-
vides a close examination of intrinsic charm Fock states in the proton and give interesting
information about the hadroproduction of charm.
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1 Introduction

The production mechanism of hadrons containing heavy quarks is not well understood.
Although the fusion reactions gg ! Q �Q and qq ! Q �Q are supposed to be the dominant
processes, they fail to explain important features in hadro-production like the leading par-
ticle e�ects observed in D� produced in ��p collisions [1], �+

c produced in pp interactions
[2, 3, 4] and others baryons containing heavy quarks [5], the J=	 cross section at large
xF observed in �p collisions [6], etc.

The above mentioned e�ects have been explained using of a two-component model [7]
which consists of the parton fusion mechanism, calculable in perturbative QCD, plus the
coalescence of intrinsic charm [8].

Here we present an alternative mechanism , namely the conventional recombination
of valence spectator quarks with a c-quark present in the sea of the initial hadron.
We show that this mechanism can explain the production enhancement at large xF ob-
served in charmed hadron production in hadronic interactions.

We describe the �+
c production in pp interactions with a two-component model con-

sisting of the recombination of a diquark ud with a c-quark from the sea of the incident
proton plus the usual parton fusion and fragmentation mechanism. We compare the ob-
tained results with those of the intrinsic charm two-component model and experimental
data.

We also study the polarization of �+
c using the Thomas Precession Model (TPM) [9]

for both the intrinsic charm model and the conventional recombination two component
model presented here. We show that the polarization prediction of this two models is to-
tally di�erent and conclude that a measurement of the polarization can be an important
source of information to uncover the processes behind heavy hadron production.

2 �
+
c Production in p-p collisions

In this section we give the prediction of the two component model for the cross section as a
function of xF . In section 2.1 we show the calculation of parton fusion and fragmentation
and in section 2.2 the recombination picture is presented.
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2.1 �
+
c
Production via parton fusion

In the parton fusion mechanism the �+
c is produced via the subprocesses q�q(gg) ! c�c

with the subsequent fragmentation of the c quark. The inclusive xF distribution of the
�+
c in pp collisions is given by [10, 11]

d�pf

dxF
=

1

2

p
s

Z
Hab(xa; xb; Q

2)
1

E

D�c=c (z)

z
dzdp2Tdy ; (1)

where

Hab(xa; xb; Q
2) = �a;b

�
qa(xa; Q

2) �qb(xb; Q
2)

+ �qa(xa; Q
2)qb(xb; Q

2)
� d�̂
dt̂

jq�q

+ga(xa; Q
2)gb(xb; Q

2)
d�̂

dt̂
jgg; (2)

with xa and xb being the parton momentum fractions, q(x;Q2) and g(x;Q2) the quark
and gluon distribution in the proton, E the energy of the produced c-quark and D�c=c (z)
the appropriated fragmentation function measured in e+e� interactions. In eq. 1, p2T
is the squared transverse momentum of the produced c-quark, y is the rapidity of the �c
quark and z = xF=xc is the momentum fraction of the charm quark carried by the �+

c .
The sum in eq. 2 runs over a; b = u; �u; d; �d; s; �s.

We use the LO results for the elementary cross-sections d�̂
dt̂
jq�q and d�̂

dt̂
jgg [10].
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where �y is the rapidity gap between the produced c and �c quarks and m̂2
c = m2

c + p2T .
The Feynman diagrams involved in the calculation of eqs. 3 and 4 are shown in �g. 1.

In order to be consistent with the LO calculation of the elementary cross sections, we
use the GRV-LO parton distribution functions [12], allowing by a global factor K � 2� 3
in eq. 1 to take into account NLO contributions [13].

We take mc = 1:5 GeV for the c-quark mass and �x the scale of the interaction
at Q2 = 2m2

c [10]. Following [7], we use two fragmentation functions to describe the
fragmentation of the charmed quark;

D�c=c(z) = �(1� z) (5)
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and the Peterson fragmentation function [14]

D�c=c(z) =
N

z [1� 1=z � �c=(1 � z)]2
(6)

with �c = 0:06 and the normalization de�ned by
P

H

R
DH=c(z)dz = 1.

2.2 �
+
c
production via recombination

The production of leading mesons at low pT was described by recombination of quarks
long time ago [15]. The method introduced by Das and Hwa for mesons was extended by
Ranft [16] to describe single particle distributions of leading baryons in pp collisions and
more recently, a more sophisticated version of the recombination model using the concept
of valons [17] has been used to study D� asymmetries in ��p interactions [18].

In recombination models it is assumed that the outgoing hadron is produced in the
beam fragmentation region through the recombination of the maximun number of valence-
and the minimun number of sea- quarks coming from the incident hadron and according
to the avor content of the �nal product, thus, e.g. �+

c 's produced in pp collisions are
formed by an u and a d valence quarks and a c sea quark from the incident proton.
Contributions involving the recombination of more than one sea avor are neglected.
The invariant inclusive xF distribution for leading baryons is given by

2E

�
p
s

d�rec

dxF
=

Z xF

0

dx1
x1

dx2
x2

dx3
x3

F3 (x1; x2; x3)R3 (x1; x2; x3; xF ) ; (7)

where xi, i = 1; 2; 3, is the momentum fraction of the ith quark, F3 (x1; x2; x3) is the
three-quark distribution function in the incident hadron and R3 (x1; x2; x3; xF ) is the
three-quark recombination function.

We use a parametrization containing explicitely the single quark distributions for the
three-quark distribution function

F3 (x1; x2; x3) = �Fu;val (x1)Fd;val (x2)Fc;sea (x3) (1� x1 � x2 � x3)
 (8)

with Fq (xi) = xiq (xi) and Fu normalized to one valence u quark. The parameters � and
 are constants �xed by the consistency condition

Fq (xi) =

Z 1�xi

0

dxj

Z 1�xi�xj

0

dxk F3 (x1; x2; x3) ;

i; j; k = 1; 2; 3 (9)
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for the valence quarks of the incoming protons as in ref. [16].

We use the GRV-LO parametrization for the single quark distributions in eqs. 8 and
9. It must be noted that since the GRV-LO distributions are functions of x and Q2, then
our F3 (x1; x2; x3) also depends on Q2.

In contrast with the parton fusion calculation, in which the scale Q2 of the interaction
is �xed at the vertices of the appropriated Feynman diagrams, in recombination there is
not clear way to �x the value of the parameter Q2, which in this case is not properly a
scale parameter and should be used to give adequately the content of the recombining
quarks in the initial hadron.

Since the charm content in the proton sea increases rapidly for Q2 growing from m2
c to

Q2 of the order of some m2
c's when it become approximately constant, we take Q2 = 4m2

c ,
a conservative value, but su�ciently far from the charm threshold in order to avoid a
highly depressed charmed sea which surely does not represent the real charm content of
the proton. At this value of Q2 we found that the condition of eq. 9 is ful�lled approxi-
mately with  = �0:1 and � = 75. We have veri�ed that the recombination cross section
does not change appreciably at higher values of Q2.

The value of Q2 in recombination could be di�erent from the scale of the interaction
in parton fusion. In fact, in the later the scale of the interaction should be chosen to be
of the order of the hard momentum scale while in recombination, the value of Q2 must
be chosen in such a way that the true content of quarks be present to form the outgoing
hadron, allowing in this way a more higher value of this parameter.

For the three-quark recombination function for �+
c production we take the simple form

[16]

R3 (xu; xd; xc) = �
xuxdxc
x2F

� (xu + xd + xc � xF ) ; (10)

with � �xed by the condition
R 1

0 dxF (1=�)d�
rec=dxF = 1, where � is the cross section for

�+
c 's inclusively produced in pp collisions. Of course, with this choice for the parameter �

we will not be able to give a prediction for the total cross section for �+
c production. It is

appropiated to remark here that the recombination model of eq. 7 can only give predic-
tions on cross sections relative to the cross section for a known process. Thus, we could
take a di�erent point of view and chose � in order to �t the inclusive xF distribution for a
given reaction, e.g. pp ! p+X, and expect that the relative normalizations of the single
quark distributions account for the desired proportion of another process cross sections
relative to the pp ! p+X cross section, as was made in ref. [16]. Instead of it, and since
in the case of pp ! �+

c +X we don't know the total cross section accurately, we simply
�x � in order to normalize to 1 the �+

c 's xF distribution as given by eq. 7, lossing the
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possibility to give predictions on the total inclusive �+
c cross section in recombination.

Other forms than eq. 10 for the recombination function have been considered in the lit-
erature [17, 18, 19]. We have observed that the shape of the inclusive cross section of eq.
7 is practically insensitive to the form of the recombination function as was pointed out
in conection with �0 production in pp collisions [16].

Using eqs. 8 and 10 the invariant xF distribution for �+
c 's produced inclusively in pp

collisions can be writen as

2Ep
s�

d�rec
�+c

dxF
= �75

(1 � xF )�0:1

x2F

Z xF

0

dx1Fu;val(x1)

�
Z xF�x1

0

dx2Fd;val(x2)Fc;sea(xF � x1 � x2) ; (11)

where we integrated out over x3. The parameter � if �xed with experimental data.

The inclusive production cross section of the �+
c is obtained by adding the contribution

of recombination eq. 11 to the QCD processes of eq. 1, then

d�tot

dxF
=

d�pf

dxF
+
d�rec

dxF
: (12)

The resulting inclusive �+
c production cross section d�tot=dxF is plotted in �g. 3 b)

using the two fragmentation function of eqs. 5 and 6 and compared with experimental
data in pp collisions from the ISR [3]. As we can see, the shape of the experimental data
is very well described by our model. We use a factor � = 0:92(0:72)�b for Peterson (delta)
fragmentation respectively.

Although we are not able to explain the normalization of the ISR data (we need a
global factor of 1000 in eq. 12), its xF dependence is well described by our model.

3 �
+
c Production by IC coalescence and fragmenta-

tion

In a similar approach R. Vogt et al. [7] calculated the �+
c production in pp and �p col-

lisions. The two component model they use consists of a parton fusion mechanism plus
coalescence of the intrinsic charm in the proton.

In ref. [7] it is assumed that �+
c 's can be produced by coalescence of a c quark with

a ud diquark when the coherence of a juudc�ci Fock state of the proton breaks due to the
inelastic interaction with the target in pp! �+

c +X collisions. For �+
c production in ��p
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collisions, a j�udc�ci Fock state of the pion is considered.

The frame independent probability distribution of a �ve particle c�c state of the proton
is [7, 8]

dP IC

dxudxu0 :::dx�c
= N5�

4
s

�
M2

c�c

� � (1 ���c
i=uxi)�

m2
p ���c

i=um̂
2
ixi

�2 ; (13)

with N5 normalizing the juudc�ci probability.

The intrinsic charm xF distribution is related to P IC by [7]

d�IC

dxF
= �in

pp

�2

4m̂2
c

Z 1

0

dxudxu0dxddxcdx�c� (xF � xu � xd � xc)

� dP IC

dxudxu0 :::dx�c
(14)

where the factor �2=4m̂2
c is the result of the soft interaction needed to break the coherence

of the Fock state. �in
pp is the inelastic pp cross section.

In ref [7] an attempt is made to �x the soft scale parameter at �2 � 0:2 GeV 2 by the
assumption that the di�ractive fraction of the total cross section is the same for charmo-
nium and charmed hadrons. In this way they obtain �IC

pN ' 0:7 �b in pN interactions at
200 GeV with P IC = 0:3%.

Since we want to compare the prediction of the IC model for �+
c production in pp

collisions at the ISR energy
p
S = 63 GeV , we prefer to �x the unknown product �in

pp�
2

with the experimental data.

The total inclusive cross section for �+
c production in pp collisions is then given by,

d�tot

dxF
=

d�pf

dxF
+ r

d�IC
rec

dxF
+
d�IC

frag

dxF
(15)

where r represents the fraction of IC production with respect to parton fusion (see ref.
[7]).

The prediction of the IC two-component model is plotted in �g. 3 c) and d) for Peterson
and delta fragmentation respectively and compared to the prediction of the recombination
two-component model and experimental data from the ISR [3]. We use m̂c = 1:8GeV as
quoted in ref. [7] and r�in

pp�
2 = 270(320) for delta (Peterson) fragmentation in order to

�t the experimental data with the IC two-component model. It must be mentioned that,
as with the recombination two-component model, the IC two component-model can not
explain the abnormally high normalization of the ISR data and a global factor of 1000 is
needed in eq. 15.
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4 The Thomas Precession Model and the �+
c polar-

ization

In the TPM the polarization of hadrons is a consequence of the Thomas precession during
the recombination process [9].

A � baryon is formed by the recombination of a ud diquark in a spin state j = m = 0
and a Q quark originally present in the sea of the projectile, so the spin of the � is carried
entirely by the Q quark.

Since the recombining quarks in the projectile must carry a fraction of the outgo-
ing hadron's transverse momentum, the Thomas precession appears due to the change in
the longitudinal momentum of quarks as they pass from the projectile to the �nal hadron.

In particular, if the �+
c is produced through Valence Valence Sea (VVS) recombination,

since the x-distribution of sea quarks is very step, the �+
c must get most of its momentum

from the valence ud diquark. In this case the c sea-quark must be accelerated in passing
from the proton sea to the produced �+

c and the later must be negatively polarized due
to the Thomas precession.

On the other hand, if the �+
c is produced by the coalescence mechanism, since the

x-distribution of the intrinsic charm is hard, the �+
c gets most of its momentum from

the intrinsic c-quark, which must be decelerated in the recombination process and conse-
quently the �+

c is produced with positive polarization [20].

The amplitude for the production of a � of spin ~s is proportional to (�E + ~s � ~!T ),
where �E represents the change in energy in going from the quarks to the �nal state in
absence of spin e�ects and ~!T � =(1 + )~F � ~� is the Thomas frequency.

The polarization in the TPM si given by

P (p! �) = � 12

�xM2

[1 � 3� (xF )]

[1 + 3� (xF )]
2pT�; (16)

where

M2 =

�
m2

D + p2TD
1 � � (xF )

+
m2

q + p2Tq
� (xF )

�m2
� � p2T�

�
; (17)

with mD (pTD) and mq (pTq) the masses (transverse momentum) of the ud diquark and
c quark respectively, m� and pT� the mass and transverse momentum of the �c, and
� (xF ) = hxQi=xF the average momentum fraction of the Q quark in the projectile.
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To give a quantitative prediction for the polarization, DeGrand and Miettinen taken
a parametrization for � (xF ) and obtain a good description of experimental data [9]. We
explicitly compute � (xF ) [20, 21] using a recombination model

h�i (xF ) = hxqi
xF

=

R
dxqxq

d�
dxqdxF

xF
d�
dxF

(18)

where xF is the Feynman x de�ned by xF = 2pL=
p
s.

The production of �
�

c would have a recombination component which contributes with
a smaller fraction of the total cross section. This is a consequence of the fact that in

a proton beam the production of the �
�

c takes place through the recombination of sea
quarks only.

In the production mechanism via intrinsic charm the �
�

c can only be produced by
fragmentation from the �c quark in a �ve particle Fock state. If a nine particle Fock state
is considered

��uudccuudd� as pointed out in [11], the xc distribution would not be as hard
as in the �ve particle Fock state. Therefore the recombination would not decelerate the �c
quark as it happens with c quark in the �c formation via recombination.

Henceforth, the two mechanisms predict zero polarization for the �
�

c .

4.1 The polarization in a two component model

The polarization is de�ned as

P (xF ) =

�
d�"
dxF

� d�#
dxF

�
=
d�

dxF
; (19)

where d�"=dxF , d�#=dxF and d�=dxF are the spin up, spin down and total cross section
respectively. In a scenario where �+

c s originate in two di�erent processes one must take
into account the di�erent contributions to the polarization.

The polarization of baryons in the TPM is the result of the recombination process.
�+
c produced by parton fusion and fragmentation has been shown to have a very small

polarization [20] which will be neglected here. We have,

d�tot

dxF
=

d�rec
#

dxF
+
d�rec

"

dxF
+
d�pf

dxF
: (20)

We now de�ne the fraction of �+
c produced by parton fusion of the total of �+

c s produced
as

g (xF ) =

�
d�pf

dxF

�
=

�
d�tot

dxF

�
(21)
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hence, from eq. 12
d�pf

dxF
=

g (xF )

1� g (xF )

d�rec

dxF
: (22)

Using eq. 22 we can rewrite eq. 20 as

d�

dxF
=

1

1� g (xF )

�
d�rec

#

dxF
+
d�rec

"

dxF

�
(23)

and with the help of eqs. 20 and 23 we obtain the polarization

P (xF ) = [1� g (xF )]

�
d�rec

"

dxF
� d�#
dxF

rec�
=

�
d�rec

"

dxF
+
d�rec

#

dxF

�
; (24)

or using eq. 16

P (xF ) = � [1 � g (xF )]
12

�xM2

(1� 3� (xF ))

(1 + 3� (xF ))
2pT� (25)

whereM2 is given by eq. 17. A similar reasoning gives the same eq. 25 for the polarization
of �+

c produced by intrinsic charm coalescence.
The g (xF ) for the two models are shown in �g. 4.

4.2 The �+
c
polarization

In the coalescence of the intrinsic charm of the proton with quarks in a Fock state the xF
distribution of the �+

c is given by eq. 14. So that we can write

d�

dxcdxF
= (xF � xc)

Z 1�xF

0

dxu

�
xc (1� xu � xF )

xc + 1 � xu � xF

�2

: (26)

If the recombination mechanism occurs among the diquark ud in the proton and the
c quark from the proton's sea then, from eq. 11, we have

d�

dxcdxF
=

Z xF�xc

0

dxu

Z xF�xc�xu

0

dxdxcF3 (xu; xd; xc)R3 (xu; xd; xc) : (27)

In order to calculate the polarization of the produced �+
c 's, we need the mean value of

�IC(rec) (xF ) which is obtained replacing eqs. 26 and 27 in eq. 18 for each case respectively.
The �(xF ) for these two processes are shown in �g. 5.

We calculate the �+
c polarization given by eq. 25 for each production mechanism

separately using � (xF ) as given by eq. 18 with eqs. 27 and 26 for recombination and
coalescence respectively.

The �+
c polarization is plotted in �g. 6 for the two models; parton fusion plus re-

combination and parton fusion plus IC-coalecence. As in ref. [9] we use, in order to
calculate polarization, mD = 2

3 GeV , hp2T iD;c =
1
4p

2
T� + hk2T i with hk2T i = 0:25 GeV 2 and

�x = 5 GeV �1 . We take mc = 1:5 GeV and m�+c
= 2:285 GeV .
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5 Conclusions

We studied the �+
c production in pp collisions in the framework of two component models.

We used two di�erent versions of the two component model and compare them. As we
can see in �g. 3 c) and d), both versions can describe the shape of the xF distribution
for �+

c 's produced in pp collisions, but none of them can describe the abnormally high
normalization of the ISR data quoted in ref. [3]. At this point it is useful to mention
that the normalization of the ISR data has been object of study in other publications
(see e.g. ref. [22]) and none of them was able to explain it. This discrepancy between
theory and experiment does not exist for charmed meson production, which is well de-
scribed both in shape and normalization with the parton fusion mechanisn plus intrinsic
charm coalescence [11]. An analysis of charmed meson production using parton fusion
and recombination is forthcoming [23].

In pp interactions the intrinsic charm component seems to be consistent with 1% or
less of the total charmed sea as stressed in ref. [24], this suggests that the recombination
of valence and c-sea quarks may be an alternative mechanism to explain the enhancement
in the xF distribution at large values.

The Thomas Precession Model predicts very di�erent results for the �+
c polarization

in pp collisions for the production mechanisms discussed. Unfortunately, the only known
experimental measure of the �+

c polarization in pp collisions [4] is not able to give the
sign, then we can not obtain de�nitive conclusions about the production mechanisms of
the �+

c . However, it is interesting to note that the measurement quoted in ref. [4] seems
to be compatible with a high value for the �+

c polarization, despite the large experimental
errors, which may indicate that the TPM is not adequated to describe the polarization of
hadrons containing heavy quarks. At this respect, it is interesting to note that the TPM
predicts small values for the �+

c polarization because of its big mass, (see eqs. 16 and 17).
Moreover, the fact that only a fraction of the total number of �+

c s produced originated in
a recombination process, supresses the polarization even more.

Another sensible test that can give information about the production mechanisms of
hadrons containing heavy quarks is the measurement of hadron anti-hadron production
asymmetries. In fact, since the parton fusion mechanism predicts a very small asymme-
try at NLO, the most part of the asymmetry observed experimentally in charmed hadron
production must be produced by conventional recombination or the intrinsic charm coa-
lescence mechanisms.

The �c= ��c asymmetry has been calculated in pp collisions using the two-component
model with intrinsic charm coalescence [7]. In this calculus, a factor r = 100 is needed
to describe properly the asymmetry compared to PHYTIA. Such very high value for
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the parameter r seems unnatural because it produces an enlargement of the intrinsic
charm cross section which can not be easily explained. In addition, the intrinsic charm
two-component model is not able to describe the shape of the experimentally observed
asymmetry in D� production in ��p interactions [1].
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1: Feynman diagrams involved in the calculation of the LO elementary cross sections
of hard processes in parton fusion.

Fig. 2: Recombination picture: a c-quark joints a ud-diquark to build a �+
c .

Fig. 3: a) xF distribution predicted by parton fusion with a Peterson fragmentation func-
tion (dashed line) and the sum of the QCD and the conventional recombination
contributions (solid line).

b) xF distribution predicted by parton fusion with a delta fragmentation function
(dashed line) and the sum of the QCD and the conventional recombination
contributions (solid line).

c) xF distribution predicted by parton fusion plus recombination (full line) and
parton fusion plus IC coalescence (dashed line) with the Peterson fragmentation
function.

d) Same as in (c) for delta function recombination.

Experimental data (black dots) are taken from ref. 3.

Fig. 4: Fraction g(xF ) of �
+
c produced by parton fusion and conventional recombination

(solid line) and IC recombination (dashed line). In (a) the delta and (b) the Peterson
fragmentation function was used to describe the hadronization.

Fig. 5: �(xF ) obtained from the conventional recombination model, (a), and from IC coa-
lescence, (b).

Fig.6: �+
c polarization as a function of xF at pT = 0:5 GeV for parton fusion plus recom-

bination (lower curves) and parton fusion plus IC coalescence (upper curves):
We show both when a Peterson (solid line) and a delta (dashed line) fragmentation
function was used. In a similar way for the upper curves a Peterson (dotted line)
and a delta (dot-dashed line) fragmentation function was used in the hadronization.
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